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Increasing Lthnic :sensitivity: Why and how Toronto, 20 June 1978

Introduction

The concern with increasing.ethnic sensitivity in a multicultural society

is a realistic one in Canada as well ac in the United States. Pere in Canada,

your problem is compounded because there are two clearly dominant cultural

streams in addition to the multitude of national, religious, and racial back

grounds with which we are familiar in the United States. The efforts being

made o harmoni:e, but not melt, the different streams are very apparent in

your journal, Multiculturalism, published by the Guidance Centre of the University

of Toronto. If we were school trustees, as you are, we would strongly -recommend

that copies .of Multiculturalism he liberally distributed to teachers because of

the information, varying perspectives, and lists of resource materials included

in'each issue.

Why is it so important to increase ethnic sensitivity? Indeed, in what way

do we define that phrase? Rest assured, we do not mean to make a hypenated

Canadian individual 7-re sensitive to criticism of-his group. We do mean to

increae the awareness of a Ukranian-Canadialand a Japanese-Canadian to the

variances and commonalities of their customs, values, and practices. National

growth as well as personal growth require that bigotry and bias be reduced to a

minimum, which dan best be achieved through education.

We believe that ever: child must achieve his fullest potential. Fducation's

goal thus must bring not only skills but a positive self-concept. To promote

self-esteem, the child must enjoy the respect of his peers and those adults

significant to him. To aid)this process, the .child must have a sense of traditior

and respect for his origins and cultUral enviroment, as well as adjusting to

the larger society in which he mist function.- Further, it-is important to the

child to know that his primary groups his family, his culture";- are respected

in the comunity and accepted by that ,cptimuni ty..
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The school as an agency of society- has a special function and duty:

be4ides teaching children the majesty of diversity and individualism in

human society, it mDst provide the one learning site where all croups can

mingle and caimunicate with each other. Immigrant children in bilin;ual

schools should be encouraged to remain fluent in their language and heritage

while learning to master English. Children should not he deprived of their

cultural heritage, but in order for them to exist in the work world and in

order for them to communicate effectively in the larger society,' to observe

and raintain the rich diversity of intellectua'l resources, they must be helped

to learn and preserve their national shared history as Canadians. Therefore,

all children master Enghsh and French; they must all learn to read and write.

They must'all observe in both school and society certain codes of behavior,

observances, and traditions that are coimnon to the national scene, and that

tranKend their differences civility, respect for authority, civic respon-

sibility, honesty, moral probity, and respect for others' rights. These are

the qualities, by consensus, necessary for all people, if we are to preserve a

civilized and sane society.

It would be impossible for the curriculum, the textbooks, and other materials

to include enough pertinent and positive information abpl.1,t Vand every

immigrant group and its contributions to Canadian culture. What should be empha-

sizeri continually in the schools, however, are intergroup relationships

frequently interdependent, and.a pride in each person's heritage. Children ct

very young ages can be taught to appreciate the value of groip differences

and ethnic charaCteristics, to be sensitive to others' feelings, are to improve

their relations with members of different groups. We believe, on.the basis of

.
research evidence, that multicultural education must begin in the lower grades,

'(becua,se this is the time when attitudes toward.othe-' peoples and countries are



formed. Such attitude:; are well-established by the time children. are

thirteen or fourteen years old.

There has been some improvement in the textbon, and school administrators

now even take into account the problems of minorities in their evaluation of

school materials. But the texts,-even if .improved -i_tbstantially, cannot

influence the students if the s i:udents cannot read _them with cupprehension.,

The task of the educator is made far more-diTficult.today because the mass

media have reduced the significance ofboth reading and writing in the overall

acquisition of knowledge and experience, The media have made students-passive,

apathetic receivers of canned information that is often meaningless to them..

Constant teleVision viewing has created an audience7-with rimited attention, span,

an inability to concentrate or to listen for a prolonged time period to compIica

or semi-abstract concepts. We need to restore to students. the ability to think
- ?

critically, to analyze, to synthesize, and to evaluate.. The attributes are

polished and cultivated only through reading and writing when the students. have

to make choices, judgements, and reason intelligently. ..Unless all of our

children develop a higli'lev61 of skills in these basic aptitudes, they cannot

hope to achieve academically so that they can participate fully in the fruits -

of a technological society. They will be unable to acquire or profit from the

desired opportunities for economic and social equality that are offered.

In-any program developed to help children-appreciate cultural diversity and

to develop understanding for those who differ culturally, cognizance,must,

be taken of the importance of utilizing every opportunity to integrate reading

and writing. With this aim anchored firmly 'at the core of the program,' we

can suggest a Series of recommendations for the improvement of teaching a

'multicultural curriculuM. Skills in reading and writing can be taught, bUt

for the child to remain fluent and articulate, helias to practice them

cqntinually. Vocabulary, sentence structure; and compOsition abilities can



only he learned and strengthened through constant practice., .Composition

and research papers must be assigned frequently, and 'sup mental activities

Must include reading assignments.

We must remember that' in the present educational.system, the teacher has

great, importance. Theteacher is the pivot of= the learning precess, especially

in the transerence of-attitudes. She Or he can direct the class and subject

with considerable independence, and chooses the text materja that continues

to be important in the classroom. The teacher'_s prejudices, feelings; and

unspoken gestures convey her or his feelings concerning inter-group relations and

ethnicity, Thus it is crucial that the teacher be well-educated, knowledgeable,

and very sensitive in order to communicate the value of cultural diversity

effectively.

Teacher. education must therefore be strengthened in this area of content.

Teachers should be apprised in their preparation of the impo:tance of cultural
.

diversity, although because of the complexity and cultural wealth of innumberable

groups, no one cart master all the varieties of experience' extant in Canadian

life. A further productive way for professionals to serve their communitieS and

schools is to be trained in programs stressing cultural pluralism that are

conducted by local colleges and universities. The Master's program in multicul-

tural education at the University of Toronto is One that meets these needs.

We feel that in-service courz,es, educating teachers in techniques of learning

about and working with people of different heritages are eqUally, if not more,

important than additional credits in other methods courses: Understanding

lanibage, gestures, customs, and history. of these groups leads to the develop-

ment of empathy, and might ease the tremendous schism that now exists between

public institutions, including the schools, and individuals in the local communiti



To mount a significant multicultural,curriculum, .several apprbaches can he

employed-concurrently. Without disturbing the major areas of the social

studies curriculum, for example, the primary grades can continue to focus on family

and local community relationships, but in a more comparative way. It can easily

be shown that every cultural or ethnic group structure has some unique features

and some that are common to most groups. At the intermediated ve.,1, more

emphasis could be placed on cultural diversity and similarity in other fields,

and at the secondarylevel, national policy over the yearS with regard to

immigration could be studied. In conjunction with these emphases, related

Materials. could be introduced into the studies of literature, music, art

appreciation, drama, and language arts. To do this effectively, the teachers

themselves, :must be knowledgeable and flexible.

Fopowirg the scheme Of Br per's spiral curriculum, concepts from the

several discTiplines within the social studies can be presentedin simple form in

the early.gradesf and re-introduced in gradually more complex ways in higher grades

The concepts of cultural diverSity and universality for example,, can begin with
ti

preschoolers describing themselves and then finding the ways in:which they are

similar to and different from their classmates. It can he pointed out that a

single child may be like several other children in one characteristic (e.g., hair

color), part of another group in another characteristic (e.g., eye color), and

/Part of still a third group in ,a third. characteristic (e.g., preferred games), but

that all the children can and do take part in a variety of activities togethey.

At a slightly higher grade level, diversity and similarity may focus on ways in
ti

Which birthdays or holidays are celebrated, always emphasizinq thattdifference

does not imply "better" or "worse."



By the middle and upper elementaryeligrades, the themes of multicultural

education be well' established and can be demonstrated in variations among
.

-ethnic/racial groups in this. country, both in terms or immigrants and the

current scene, here and abroad. A'similar pattern of development can he

.,followed.with respect to concepts in economics, 'geography, history, political

science, psychology, and sociology, with several disciplines often integrated

.-
into one activity or .text.

Next to-the teacher, the textbook*is most important as a teachingtcol.

Whateverstheir.limitations, texts in history, and even_eaders, provide a

background of information' and learning. Readers and literatUre collections

introduce ideas and Vocabulary study; histories provide rudimentary. facts that

, .

students must learn before they can engage in projects, games, and other stimu-

lating experiences. The variety and richness of the ethnic contributions to

Canadian culture and the quality of life,'however, is so eXtengive that; no

textbook or program can include every such cultural contribution. Even if it

were possible to include all groups, many volumes would be required to describe,

explain, and assess the role of all.the minority groups that play such a

marvelous and important part in the creation of the unique Canadian style.

The story of immigration, its influence on contemporary Canadian history,

the people and the cultures who have been part of the story, do need to he

included in the learning experiences of the young. Similarly, the theme of

persecution of minorities as well as their triumphs over adversfty needs to he

included in the learning experience: These cannot he taught in isolation,

however. They are part of mankind's ceMmon heritage and are part of contemporary

problems. Indeed,--much Canadian history.of the past two centuries cannot he

taught art from world history. We recommend, therefore:
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that the story of immigration to Canada he taught in the context of

world events, whether it be with reference to the Irish potato famine, Russian

pogroms, victims of war, Nazi persecution, or dreams of a better life;

2. that selections reflecting immigrant history,'prejudice, and cultnre

conflicts be, incorporated into.reading texts along wi-th stories of inventions,

poems,,and other content. Teacher's editions as well as student texts should ask

pertir,-ntquestions, appropriate for the grade level, about the feeling's of

people in the selections demonstrations of prejudiceobiased writing, and siMilfir

matters;

3. that supplementary materials relevant to minority groups of the local

community be integrated into the curriculum to enrich learning in various subjects.

It is a faci that some -"groups-, .especi.ally in urban areas, may he especially

predominant in'a signle school's population. Recognition of the cultural mores,

unique and universal beliefS, heritage, problems, ane. contributions to the

international and national scene of such a group should be part.of the curriculum,

in that 'school. Specific techniques to be used might include:

1: invitations to leaders of the ethnic group to'se-v as resource persons

for all the children in the schbol, as well as the teachers and staff.

2. assignmenforprojects in language arts and social studies courses that

focus on the group's history, language; and values, possibly resulting in custom -_

made instructional materials where commercially published ones are sparse or

non-existent.

3. integration of the disciplines should be encouraged and util4ed more fully

Literature, history, gepgraphy, and even anthropology can illustrate and ex.fand

cultural studies. Basic skills, the social sciences, art, and music can be inter-

woven and used effectively to teach any group culture that the school or teacher

wishes to emphasize.

rroOtrIlI



4. Wherever possible, children should visit community-groups in action.. Some

examples area trill' to an Italian market, a Greek Orthodo-x bazaar,.a Ukranian folk

festival, Chinatown Cultural Center, or whatever community activity. is available'.

5. Simulations shotild always be used in conivr-tion with ;nterdisciplin.

studies.

6. If foreign students attend a local college or university, they might be

asked to visit and speak with the children. Recent immigrantS'to the tlemmunity

might also serve as learning resources in the classroom.

7. Development of a multilingual vocabulary ifi terms of gpeeti'ngs and words

commonly used in the school,and home can he used to enrich the study of. language
'

arts and prepare for later foreign language study,,_ Discovering the common roots

of these words can serve as a'basis for studying the different national groups

subsumed undcr'a" great language umbrella.

8. An ancillary means ofstudying atot.2t other countries can he the use of

144
stamp collections, since stamps portray principal figures and events in a nation's

history. Different coinage arqmonetary sys,tems can be used as well, for mathe-

mat,ics and other subjects.

These are examples of how innovative techniques can he integratedvvith basic

skills in the teaching program. The recoMmendations we have made are in no way,

however, the absolute and solely correct responses to the present educational

dilemma. What we are trying to accomplish is to bring to the present educational.

-
scene a sense of what.is poss.i.ble. Remaking society, destroying class lines,

eradicating poverty, and educational equality cannot.be achieved by-the schools

alone. what can be realized is that our children are taught the skills necessary

for them to use as a basis for reach:rig toward-such goals, and a broader and more

meaningful concept of intergroup relations so that they can see and move toward

such goals.

:21
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Wee-believe that inn l' enriching, lindmulti -media programs can contribute

substantially to mi.lcicul.ari educatiOn. If the child cannot read and comprehend

what he is assignee to read; cr cannot express his f'eeliris clearly in speech and

writing, however, such activities have diminished effectiveness. We qrge most

strongly that mas-Jery of the basic skills of language and communication readir4;,

-writing; and speaking , be restored to their 06Sition of prime priority in educatio

and be .incorporated into all isntructional units. Possession, of these abilities

will contribute to the child's positive self-concept as a person.with capabilities
,v-

Worthy of respect by the society at large. In making this recommdation, 1Ne seel-

to assure ihe children of all groups that thy will have the needed to walk

any avenue im.society.

We .stress the need for realistic multicultural edUCation that create. spect

for each cultural heritage within the child and his peers, that promotes respect

for differences while recognizing similarities, and that maintains the integrjty

and self-respect of every child. Such a program places a heavy responsibility. on

textboA authors and publishers and on teacher educators, as well as on the teaches

who select and use instructional materials.

With amstery of basic skills, with unbiased and broad-based texts, and with

a greater understanding of the values of cultural diversity, the 'child and fhe

teacher will be able to i,iew more critically and thoughtfully thbse issues and

events: the behaviors and belief's, that make up-Canatla today. That is the least

to which we as educators should aspire; it may be the most that we can realisticall

attain.

pa'
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